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Trying to grow
The stimulus package and RBI interest rate
cuts should yield good results

T

HE economic stimulus
package announced by the
government on Sunday,
along with the RBI’s steps a day earlier to further reduce interest rates,
is welcome. Banks should now respond to the positive steps taken by
the RBI by increasing lending and
at lower rates without further delay.
This should be done as soon as possible given the sharp deceleration
that is otherwise possible in industrial production and GDP growth.
America’s recession, the decline in
Indian exports and the difficulties
in credit flows have created an environment in which companies are
finding it difficult to function. This
means a fall in growth, job losses
and pay cuts.
It is important to remember that
the medium- and long-run prospects
of the Indian economy remain excellent. India is going to be the youngest
nation in the world in the coming
decades. Of every four workers joining the labour force in the next few
years, one will be an Indian. A young
India will ensure that we have the
ability to achieve high growth. Moreover, the high level of flexibility in our
economy will make it possible for the
economy to adjust much faster than
either European economies, where
there are huge labour market rigidities, or countries such as China,
which are far more dependent on exports to the US and Europe than India

is. This essentially suggests that the
Indian economy has the flexibility to
be resilient. However, what actually
happens depends on the nimbleness
of Indian industry and the willingness of the government to support it
in various ways. At the moment increasing liquidity, reducing the cost
of capital and creating an environment in which banks lend rather
than putting up tariff walls to protect some industries, are the correct
policies. Further, allowing labour
flexibility to function, rather than
interfering with the micromanagement of firms, will be essential in the
coming months.
The next step should be to continue with financial sector reforms
so that the lack of finance from
abroad can be compensated by better functioning domestic markets.
Making sure that existing projects
in roads, bridges, etc, proceed at a
fast pace, continuing with opening
the capital account and avoiding
panic reactions and policy mistakes
are essential. In the next one year or
two, when world GDP contracts or
grows less slowly, there will no
doubt be huge pressure on policymakers to provide protection to one
lobby or another. It will be essential
for the government and the RBI to
keep the long-term interests of all
sections of the Indian economy in
mind and not give in to pressures
that can hurt them.

Defining moments
Suspending the Babri Masjid protests
is a stirring gesture

F

OR a decade and a half now,
December 6 has been a bleak
and bitter day for many
Indians. It marks the demolition of
the Babri Masjid and the symbolic
unleashing of a sapping, polarising
politics in India. This year, the All
India Babri Masjid Re-building
Committee decided not to hold the
usual demonstrations but, instead,
announce solidarity with the victims of the Mumbai terrorist attacks
and demand action against the perpetrators. Speaking about the Babri
Masjid decision being transferred to
the Supreme Court, the AIBMRC
president said, “Whatever the decision (the Supreme Court takes, it)
will be acceptable to the community as the community has full faith
in Constitution, judiciary and law
and order.”
After the trauma of the Mumbai
terror attacks, when the national
discourse could descend into rage
and rhetoric, moments like this are
an opportunity to take the country
forward and affirm what is valuable. Certainly, this is not to defend
any kind of mental curfew. Even

(perhaps especially) in times like
this, it would be counterproductive
and damaging to disallow dissenting voices. Indian Muslims protesting against the Babri Masjid
demolition year after year is also,
after all, a sign of commitment to
the country’s founding ideals.
But again, we are creatures of
plural affiliations, and choose and
discard our causes depending on
context — for aggrieved Muslims
to react as Indians first in this hour
of catastrophe is only fitting, but it
is also a moving testament to the
strength of our core values. We
have been undeserving often
enough — the Babri Masjid demolition being one of those moments
— but if we can forge a new
togetherness in this crisis, that
would indeed mark a tectonic
shift, despite all the damage that
the terrorists sought to inflict. If
the aftermath of grief can cause us
to suspend the old grievances, and
rally around what really matters
— the integrity of India and the
safety of all its people — that is
no small solace.

Poll vaults
And so begins another long week
in Indian politics

T

ODAY we will know which
political party holds sway
over large swathes of the
Hindi heartland. Counting begins
early for the assembly elections in
Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh,
Rajasthan, Delhi and Mizoram. Except for Mizoram, the other four
states have typically seen the Congress and the BJP square off for a
straight fight. As leaders of the two
coalitions in the Lok Sabha, the two
parties will see in the results much
more than the sum of individual
performances in each state. Since
by a quirk of scheduling, these four
assembly elections have for some
time now been followed by the
general elections, the results are
typically seen to be indicative of
what’s to come.
Reality has, of course, not adhered to easy connections. In the
winter of 1998, the BJP was
trounced in all states (Chhattisgharh was then yet not a separate
state), failing even to prevent
Digvijay Singh’s Congress gov-
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ernment in Madhya Pradesh from
returning to power. But a year
later in a snap general election,
the BJP-led NDA was returned to
the Centre. In the winter of 2003,
the BJP swept Rajasthan, Madhya
Pradesh and Chhattisgarh, while
the incumbent Sheila Dikshit
government retained Delhi for
the Congress. Six months later,
the Congress-led UPA was in
government at the Centre. Predictions will be made after today, but
recent experience shows how
flawed it can be.
This week also, Parliament
meets. The tenor of proceedings
will in all probability be influenced
by the election results. But it
would be callous and self-serving
if MPs did not heed the extraordinary context of what could be possibly this Lok Sabha’s last meeting. The Mumbai terror strikes
demand a bipartisan discussion on
internal security. As does the financial crisis, which continues to
extract a toll around the world.

Almost always, the creative dedicated
minority has made the world better.

It’s about terror, not Sachar
T
HE report of the prime
minister’s high-level committee on the social, educational and economic
status of Indian Muslims is a
painstakingly documented product,
with mint-fresh statistics. It is brutally frank on prejudice, the
thwarted hopes of some, replete
with analysis of why in some states
Muslim women’s literacy rates are
higher than Hindu male literacy
rates. It is a supreme display of selfconfidence from a third-world
democracy which has one of the
world’s largest Muslim populations.
And, though not hardcover, when
hurled at people still reeling under
the impact of a 60-hour terror encounter,theSacharReportcanhurt.
Just hours after the shock and
horror of the Mumbai terror
strikes, the world stood by, and India was reassured. Commiserations
and concern flowed in and there
was the recognition that it was an
attack on the world, with Parsees,
Hindus, Muslims, Jews and Christians, all terrorised.
However, soon after, a strange
sub-text was slipped into the discourse—theWesternandPakistani
media suddenly started discussing
the state of the Indian Muslim and
how it treats its minorities. What
added ammunition to these arguments, were facts lifted from the
Sachar Report on inadequate civic
facilities, drop-out rates, etc. All
facts, all true, all documented, but
for the want of a better parliamentary word, all pathetically irrelevant.
As the “gunmen” (to use the
BBC’s term) were in the process of
tearing Mumbai’s hotels down, the
innuendo was that India was somehowbeing“gotbackat”bymembers
of a “disgruntled” minority — a minoritygettingbackforBabriMasjid,
Godhra, high drop-out rates
amongst young Muslim boys in UP
and Bihar, and perhaps even their
graduation rate being lower than
“others” in the arts stream.
Lo and behold, there was also an
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OMBAY, like any great
city, is all things to all people. It is a city of timeless
beauty coexisting with modern
ugliness, of unshakeable decency
amidst unflinching cruelty, of genteel charm jostling with crass
wealth; a cultural Petri dish that
begat an economic powerhouse.
Of its many avatars one received
most attention following last
week’s unforgiveable attacks — its
status as the financial hub of India’s
economic miracle. This raised
questions about the attack’s effect
on business and investment. Might
foreign businesses shy away for fear
of being attacked? Would investors
avoid new ventures in an insecure
and violent environment?
Globally, political violence raises
political risk: it deters transnational
investment, owing largely to the increased riskiness of a business environment in which the destruction
of physical and human capital is a
constant concern. A 2006 Harvard
study covering 186 countries found
that, on average, a single standard
deviation increase in a country’s
terrorist risk rating can lead to as
much as a 5 per cent drop in that
country’s foreign direct investment. For the average developing
country, that amounts to millions
of unrealised dollars that might
have been used to alleviate poverty
and induce economic growth.
Yet, I would argue, investors did
not stay away after the 1993 Bombay bomb blasts; they did not stay
away after 2006’s train bombings;
and they will not stay away now —
at least, not yet. The potential

His report is part of the
India story, but please
don’t connect it to the
Mumbai attacks
SEEMA CHISHTI

email, written in bizarre Hindi —
that all Hindi and Urdu speakers
would know in a second could have
only originated outside of India, in a
place where the Hindu-Muslim binarydiscoursehasfrozensince1947,
discussing the accession of states,
characterising the Hindu as a bania
— all sentences from a lost time, arguments simply never accepted by
millions of robust Indian Muslims.
But no, the whisper of Sachar was in
the air, and discussions, particularly
in the Western media, continued to
allude to this revolutionary framework which hinted at the “gunmen”
as virtually the mother of all revolts.
Of 150 crore agriculturists, weavers,

statement, untrue, given the evidence at hand so far, and, more
importantly, diversionary.
When 9/11 or 7/7 happened, the
world was expected to stand back
and see it as “pure evil”. The history
professors were locked up in their
libraries: the world (read mainstream international press) never
said it was the descendants of Hiroshima who did it, or the Viet Cong
children settling an old score. No
one spoke after 7/7 of how it could
have been any of the old colonies,
divided and pillaged for centuries
who may have casually lobbed a
bomb at the District Line. It’s odd
that India getting hit somehow does

When 9/11 or 7/7 happened, (no one) said it was Viet
Cong children or old, colonised sufferers who did it.
It’s odd that India getting hit gets historians and
sociologists active, so fast and rather sloppily
school teachers, film stars, cricketers, unemployed, beedi-rollers,
carpetmakers,scientistsandlyricists
having decided that Enough is
Enough — to quote the very
provocative and odd slogan picked
by NDTV 24x7, but that’s another
story — and striking out at India.
The Indian Mujahideen was also
alludedto,andhow(inthewordsofa
former ISI chief) India has had its
“Tamils, angry Christians and Leftists, opposed to capitalist development”, so why blame anyone else?
The first problem was the allusion that somehow Indian Muslims
had participated in this heinous act
of butchery — an extremely callous

get historians and sociologists
active, so fast and rather sloppily.
Of course, we have our million
and one mutinies, our sorrows, our
tales of discrimination, injustice,
tears, and assassinations. Clearly,
all is far from Kodak-perfect in the
Indian family. Like all old civilisations or families, we have our secrets and our dark dungeons where
old battles are being waged and the
knives are out. But India is also a
third-world democracy, which has
dared to come up with what was 60
years ago seen as an audaciously
hopeful plot, and managed to take
the story forward.
Thefinalstatementsonourimmi-

nent Balkanisation have been penciled several times, but a poor, third
world country somehow still managestogetthere.Anemergingeconomy, one that retains its political
freedoms unlike most of its neighbours, has produced Nobel laureates, missions to the moon, Booker
winners,songanddancesequencesin
the middle of staid tales — seriously
unparalleled in the world. For the
sheer number of software and sciencegraduates,spelling-beewinners
and grit, we have been the source of
so much surprise. But surprise at a
multi-cultural democracy dissolves
into envy and, soon, disdain for dirty
railway platforms, hungry children,
the Naxal insurgency, incidents of
Dalit suppression, all sub-plots that
ofcourseexistalongside.
India, on the other hand, has not
even argued that what it is suffering
nowisanothermanifestation(ifone
was needed) of a unilateral and irresponsible War on Terror gone so
hopelesslywrongthatithasleftvirulent hate laboratories in its neighbourhood. India is not even going to
go out and try and “smoke out” anyone. If anything, the noises (if you
can somehow take out the crackle
and the bluster on TV) being made
arecold,butnotcowboy-like.Indiais
looking for its own solutions, which
like its bustling bazaars and democracy will be unique and are bound to
be blessed with a long shelf-life.
And for all those who think the
idea of India is bound to go bust,
they should think again. For the
“world”tohaveafuture,thisexperience of India Being, for all our
edges, inequalities, rages and
whinges,livingtogether,irrespective
of the shape of your nose, colour, or
which book you say your prayers
from,mayhavetheblueprintforthe
survival of the Blue Planet. So
please, don’t throw the Sachar Reportatus,notnow.It’sonlyachapter
in the India Story, and the wrong
one to go on about at the moment.
seema.chishti@expressindia.com

The four securities

Minimising India’s political risk premium needs structural change
rewards from investing in India remain too great to ignore. Consider
as parallel examples the experiences of Israel, where FDI is high
and continues to increase, even as
that democratic state battles a
threatening security environment;
and of Indonesia, to which destination investment continues to flow
in spite of well-publicised challenges by domestic militants.
Doesthismeanthatthereisno
reasontoworryabouttheeconomiceffectsofterrorisminIndia?
Hardly.Indiafacescriticalchoices
todaythatwilldeterminewhetherit
continuestofosterinvestment
ratherthandescendintoapitof
persistentviolencethatdeterspro-

tial investors to reconsider the best
setting for their business.
Second,howdowecreateasense
ofsecurityaboutfutureattacks?
Withouttakinganythingawayfrom
thearmedforcesthatbravelybattledtheterroristslastweek,these
attacksmadeclearthestate’slack
ofpreparednesstotacklemodern
terrorism.Theshoddystateofour
transportationandutilityinfrastructuremakestheIndianeconomyextremelyvulnerabletoanattackonitsroads,railways,harbours,
airports,electricitygrids,damsand
soon.Aterrorismpolicyforthe
21stcenturymusttakeseriouslythe
immensetaskofsecuringthesevital
assetsonwhichhundredsofmil-

Far, far more damaging to India’s economy than
an isolated terrorist attack, however painful,
would be another confrontation with Pakistan
ductiveeconomicactivity,and
makesitanunattractivedestination
forinvestment.Answerstofour
questionsholdthekeytoavoiding
suchapoverty-conflicttrap,from
whichitisdifficulttoemerge.
First, how do we respond to Pakistan? In the past week, tensions
have risen again. Desiring revenge
is only human, but we ignore the
dangers of such sabre-rattling at
our own peril. Far, far more damaging to India’s economy than an
isolated terrorist attack, however
painful, would be another confrontation with Pakistan. Its consequence would be to plunge India
into an extended period of increased insecurity, forcing poten-

lionsofIndiansdependdaily.Yet,
successinsuchanendeavourcan
onlybeachievedifwearewillingto
takedrasticstepstoreformanantiquatedbureaucracythatiswoefully
ill-equippedtohandlethereinsof
anaspiringsuperpower.
Third, how do we reform a society in which human life is cheap?
November 26 attacks are just the
tip of the iceberg of an extremely
violent society. Across India, insurgent groups brazenly challenge the
state’s legitimate monopoly on violence. Citizen kills citizen because
of caste, religion, language, and
region; women and children are
violated by those who should be
their protectors; farmers are

destroyed by crushing debt; and
millions of untold others live out
their lives in quiet desperation with
little hope that they might ever lead
lives they have reason to value.
Such societies can easily foster further violence: in such a Hobbesian
state of nature, economic expansion is difficult to envision for outsiders. A fundamental challenge
therefore is to re-establish the basis
of our community, a monumental
task in a society as diverse as ours
but one that is vital to our future.
Finally,howdowefightthose
whowoulddousharmwhileremainingopentonewideas,investment,andpeoplefromaroundthe
world?Simple!Wedosobyremainingopentonewideasandnew
people,resistingthetwintemptationsofputtingupfortress-like
wallsandexpellingfromwithin
thosewedeemtobedifferent.For
generations,peoplehaveflockedto
Bombaybecauseofitswillingness
toadoptanyonewhowishesto
makeanewlifethere.Thisconstant
influxoftalentfuelsBombay’sentrepreneurialspiritandprovides
theenergythatmakesitIndia’seconomicengine.Butwhenoutsiders
nolongerfeelwelcome,whena
first-timevisitorcannolongerarriveattheGatewayofIndiaandinstantlyfeelathome,thenBombay
willbelostand,withit,investment
inIndiaanditsdreamsforitsfuture.
The writer is professor of political
science at Ohio State University and
the author of the forthcoming ‘The
Political Economy of Development’
express@expressindia.com

Weakened, but still going strong
It’s in America’s interest to lead the future multipolar world

T

HEREhasbeenafairamountofhand-wringingsincethenation’sin- Deputy Defence Secretary Paul Wolfowitz notably vowed to do everything
telligence community surveyed the world of 2025: America losing they could to head it off...
dominance; China and India rising; fierce competition for water,
Thatarroganceandbullheadednesshasinsteadweakenedthiscountry—
food and energy; increased danger that terrorists will get a nuclear weapon. creatingnewenemiesandmakingithardertowincooperation...Ifthereisone
That’s all sobering. But the headlines from “Global Trends 2025: A Trans- clear lesson from the last eight years, it is that bullying other countries, and
formedWorld,”publishedbytheNationalIntelligenceCouncil,are
jockeyingforzero-sumgainsdoesn’twork.Italsoisthenewconvennot the whole story. President-elect Barack Obama is inheriting a
tional wisdom that this will be the century of China or India.
world that is more complicated and more frightening than the
But both face serious economic, demographic and other
oneGeorgeW.Bushfoundin2001.Butwhilethetrendsmaybeap- PRINTLINE challenges — including the threat of terrorism, as the Mumbai
parent, the end results are not inevitable. Decisions Obama and
attackssotragicallydemonstrated.Arelativedeclineinpoweralso
other leaders make will matter more. Take the assertion that the world is on does not mean that the US will not remain powerful. The US can and must
apathtoamultipolarsystemwithChina,IndiaandRussiaplusvariousbusi- continue to lead... Giving rising powers a bigger role could help persuade
nesses, tribes, religious groups — even criminal networks — vying for influ- them to take more responsibility...
ence. Commentators have been predicting this dreaded multipolarity since
the end of the Cold War. And Vice President Dick Cheney and former
From a leader in ‘The International Herald Tribune’
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Letters to the

EDITOR
Left, lost
■ THIS refers to ‘Proud of a

notion’ (IE, December 3).
The Left’s efforts are
hobbled by their intellectual baggage of Marxist
internationalism and their
consequent lack of conviction in their articulation of
the idea of India. Moreover, they are drifting
away from the mainstream and becoming
regional once more — as
in West Bengal and
Kerala. At the same time,
they turn a blind eye to
what harms the nation’s
interest.
— Dilbag Rai
Chandigarh

Devil’s lot
■ THIS refers to ‘Pak

Taliban pledge to join
forces...’ (IE, December 4).
Pakistan has suddenly
found an ally in the
extremists of the Pakistani
Taliban to fight India in the
eventuality of Indian military action. Pakistan was
lying when it claimed to
have waged war against
Taliban. It never did, and
it never will.
— Deepak Chikramane
Mumbai

One people
■ IT is in our national

interest that we listen to
the unanimous call from
Indian Muslim organisations and create a
climate of brotherhood
(‘Muslim body calls for
subdued...’, IE, December 5). India is a multilingual, multi-cultural,
multi-religious country,
and we need to re-iterate
that at every opportunity.
Only then will our internal solidarity be sufficient
to deter terrorist outfits
from stepping audaciously onto our soil,
whatever and wherever
may be the source of
their dastardliness.
— Parimal Y. Mehta
Mumbai

Change yourself
■ IT was really touching to

see hundreds of people
pouring on to the streets
in a show of solidarity and
demanding change in the
system. Many suggestions were put forward —
term limit for the PM,
retirement age for politicians, etc. But what will
follow next? Society is
more insular and people
more self-centred now
than earlier. If we want to
change the system, we
will have to change
ourselves first.
— Manoj Agrawal
Mumbai

Arming the law
■ LAWS can play an
important role in India in
order to guide states in
dealing with terrorist
threats. The legal profession has a particular
responsibility that it must
discharge, if we are to be
a society in which the
rule of law, democratic
values and human rights
are paramount. Indian
lawyers should get
together and work out a
framework for exactly
how much legal protection should be given
to terrorists and whether
they would be willing
to defend them or not.
— Harpreet Sandhu
Ludhiana

